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Abstract In the past decade, distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) has enabled many new mon-18

itoring applications in diverse fields including hydrocarbon exploration and extraction; induced,19

local, regional, and global seismology; infrastructure and urban monitoring; and several others.20

However, to date, the open-source software ecosystem for handling DAS data is relatively imma-21

ture. Here we introduce DASCore, a Python library for analyzing, visualizing, and managing DAS22

data. DASCore implements an object-oriented interface for performing common data processing23

and transformations, reading and writing various DAS file types, creating simple visualizations, and24

managing file system-based DAS archives. DASCore also integrates with other Python-based tools25

which enable the processing of massive data sets in cloud environments. DASCore is the founda-26

tional package for the broader DAS data analysis ecosystem (DASDAE), and as such its main goal is27

to facilitate the development of other DAS libraries and applications.28

1 Introduction29

Over the past decade, off-the-shelf distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) units have becomemore reliable and econom-30

ical, resulting in their broad adoption for a wide range of geophysical applications. DAS consists of an interrogator31

unit (i.e. a collection of opto-electronic components) connected to a fiber-optic cable. The interrogator unit uses32

rapid laser pulses to measure the average axial strain, strain rate, or effective velocity across different segments of33

the cable known as channels. DAS tends to be used in scenarios requiring thousands of channels, and for continuous34

or time-lapsemonitoring, and often leads tomany-terabyte datasets (Spica et al., 2023). Analysis of DAS data has been35
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hindered by lack of free, readily available, easy-to-use software for reading, processing, visualizing, and analyzing36

large-scale DAS data recorded in a wide variety of formats (Lindsey and Martin, 2021).37

Here we present DASCore: an open-source Python library for processing, visualizing, and managing DAS data.38

Although the Python programming language is certainly not themost performant, its open-source license, approach-39

able design, ability to easily interface with more efficient languages, and vibrant community have made it one of the40

most popular language choices. Today, Python plays an important role in most computation-dependent fields in-41

cluding astronomy, biology, machine learning, etc. In seismology, stalwart Python libraries such as ObsPy (Krischer42

et al., 2015) andPyrocko (Heimann et al., 2017) have enticedmany researchers, sometimeswith initial reservations, to43

embrace the scientific Python ecosystem. They have also enabled the creation of a variety of impactful applications44

and libraries for tasks such as template matching for earthquake detection (Chamberlain et al., 2018), complex ray-45

tracing (Bloch and Audet, 2023), seismic signal classification (Bueno et al., 2020), ambient noise correlations (Jiang46

and Denolle, 2020), seismic utility packages (Chambers et al., 2021) and many others. In this same spirit, DASCore47

aims to facilitate the rapid development of DAS-based research workflows and provide a robust foundation on which48

other projects can build.49

2 Library Description50

DASCore provides the following high-level features:51

• An object-oriented interface to working with DAS data and metadata52

• IO support for DAS files and file archives53

• Processing and transformation routines54

• Static visualizations55

2.1 Data Structures56

DASCore’s application programming interface (API) was inspired by ObsPy and the multi-dimensional array library57

Xarray (Hoyer and Hamman, 2017). DASCore utilizes Patch and Spool data structures to facilitate data processing58

andmanagement (Figure 1). For readers familiarwithObsPy, the patch is analogous to ObsPy’s Trace and ismodeled59

after Xarray’s DataArray . The Spool combines the functionality of ObsPy’s Stream and Client and is focused on60

data querying and retrieval.61

The Patch class has threemain attributes: coords which specify the labels and values for eachdimension, attrs62

which stores non-coordinate related metadata, and data which contains an n-dimensional array. The Patch is im-63

mutable, to the extent Python allows, so all of its methods return new objects. We chose to make the Patch and64

its sub-components immutable in order to minimize errors related to data mutation, allow safe sharing of Patch65

components, and make distributed computing simpler.66

Rather than a concrete implementation, the Spool is better thought of as an interface which unifies data access67

across a variety of sources. It enables DASCore code to treat an archive of DAS files in a file system, a single data68

file, or DAS data loaded into memory, in an identical manner. Additionally, using DASCore’s plug-in system, external69
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codes can add support for other file formats and data sources. For example, a separate package currently under70

development will provide Spool implementations to interact with a number of databases and remote resources.71

In addition to a unified interface, most Spool implementations lazily plan the selection, chunking, and merging72

of data sources through the chunk and select methods. A Spool implementation included in DASCore enables73

the selection and querying of large file archives using a simple HDF5-based index built on the table and in-kernel74

query features of PyTables (Alted and Fernández-Alonso, 2003). Although it does take some time to create the index,75

once it exists DASCore can query and retrieve data very efficiently. Currently, DASCore requires one of the Patch76

dimensions to be named “time" but this restriction may be lifted in future versions.77

Figure 1 DASCore’s Patch and Spool and some of their associated methods. See text for details.

2.2 Processing and Transformations78

Processing routines and transformations are implemented as Patch methods. These always return new Patch in-79

stances, leaving the original unaltered but sharing immutable components where possible. Mostmethods and trans-80

formations can be applied along any, ormultiple, dimensionswhich are specified using Python’s keyword arguments.81

Although certainly not exhaustive, a few of the commonly used Patch processing and transformation methods are82

shown in Figure 1.83

2.3 Supported File Formats84

DASCore provides four types of file support: read - the ability to load the file contents into one ormore Patch objects,85

write - the ability to dump one or more Patch objects to a file or byte stream, scan - a fast extraction of the file’s86

metadata, and get_format - the ability to automatically determine the format (and version) of a file. Table 1 shows87

DASCore’s file support for the current version, 0.1.0, although we anticipate adding support for more formats in the88

future.89

2.4 Visualization90

Although visualization is not DASCore’s primary focus, it provides two types of matplotlib-based plots; the water-91

fall plot and the wiggle plot. The waterfall plot is a simple 2D color image and scale bar that is commonly used to92
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format & version read write scan get_format

DASDAE v1
DASHDF5 v1
H5SIMPLE v1
PICKLE
PRODML v2.0
PRODML v2.1
RSF
SEGY v2.0
TDMS v4713
TERRA15 v4
TERRA15 v5
TERRA15 v6
WAV

Table 1 Supported file formats for DASCore.

visualize dense seismic array data, including DAS data. The wiggle plot is more commonly used in small or sparse93

seismic networks and displays a selection of channel traces offset along the y-axis and scaled according to some94

trace-specific metric, such as absolute value. For example, Figure 2, shows both a waterfall plot (A) and wiggle plot95

(B) of a microseismic event detailed in Staněk et al. (2022). The code to generate this figure is found in Listing 2.96
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Figure 2 Waterfall (left) and wiggle (right) plots produced by Listing 2.

2.5 Software Engineering97

DASCore strives to implement best software engineering practices. It has an extensive test suite which include over98

1800 automated tests which exercise over 99.5% of the codebase. DASCore also makes use of GitHub’s features to99

enforce a coding style guide, run the test suite before code can merge into the main branch, organize development100

planning, code review and issue tracking, and for packaging and automatic releases to the Python package index101

and conda-forge. DASCore has comprehensive documentation, which includes tutorials, recipes, API references, and102

notes, hosted at dascore.org. The documentation is built in a somewhat unique way among Python projects because103

it uses Quarto (Bauer and Landesvatter, 2023) rather than other popular documentation frameworks such as Sphinx104
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Listing 1 Example of Patch processing
import dascore as dc

patch = (
# Load data from DASCore’s data registry.
dc.get_example_patch(’example_event_1’)
# Taper the ends of the time dimension.
.taper(time=0.05)
# Apply a low-pass filter at 300 Hz.
.pass_filter(time=(..., 300))

)

# Plot the result.
patch.viz.waterfall(show=True, scale=0.2)

or MkDocs. Although largely a personal preference, we find Quarto to be more user-friendly, feature complete, and105

easier to customize.106

3 Additional Examples107

3.1 Processing and visualization108

DASCore processing (and transformation) methods are typically combined in a chain of method calls. Structuring109

code in this way provides a unique semantic meaning to each line, leaves room for comments, and avoids creating110

intermediary variables. Listing 1 provides an example of usingDASCore to load, taper, filter, and visualize an example111

patch.112

Visualization functions are found in the patch viz namespace, and since they operate on matplotlib axes, they113

are highly customizable. For example, Listing 2 shows the code used to produce Figure 2.114

3.2 Units115

Most of DASCore’s functionality provides support for units using the Pint library. Units improve the clarity of the code116

intent and can reduce errors. Listing 3 provides an example of importing a few common units such as meter (m),117

foot (ft), and millisecond (ms), filtering the selected desired portion of data, and converting Patch’s distance units to118

feet.119

3.3 Archive management120

Listing 4 code shows how to index and query a collection of DAS files in a directory. The Spool.update method121

ensures any files with timestamps after the last update are appended to the index. With these concepts, DASCore can122

also process data associated with active acquisitions in near real-time.123

3.4 Parallel processing124

Since DASCore Spool instances act as a sequence of patches, many of the popular multi-process/distributed frame-125

works can use them to easily implement embarrassingly parallel workflows. For example, Listing 5 provides an126

example of using the ProcessPoolExecutor from Python’s standard library to spread out a processing workflow to127

multiple processes. This can also be done with libraries like Dask (Rocklin, 2015) which provide an Executor -like128

interface (an object which has a map method).129
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Listing 2 Example of Patch visualization
import dascore as dc
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

# Setup matplotlib figure/axis.
_, (ax1, ax2) = plt.subplots(

1, 2, figsize=(10, 4.5)
)

# Load example patch.
patch = dc.get_example_patch(

"example_event_2"
)

# Sub-select only center channels.
sub_patch = patch.select(

distance=(650, 750)
)

# Plot waterfall.
patch.viz.waterfall(ax=ax1, scale=0.5)

# Plot wiggles.
sub_patch.viz.wiggle(ax=ax2, scale=0.5)

# Add subplot labels.
ax1.text(.01, .99, ’A’, ha=’left’, va=’top’,

transform=ax1.transAxes, size=24)
ax2.text(.01, .99, ’B’, ha=’left’, va=’top’,

transform=ax2.transAxes, size=24)

plt.tight_layout()
plt.show()

Listing 3 Example of using units
import dascore as dc
from dascore.units import m, ft, ms

patch = (
dc.get_example_patch()
# Trim ten millisecond from patch start and end.
.select(time=(10*ms, -10*ms), relative=True)
# Apply spatial filter specifying wavelength.
.pass_filter(distance=(3*m, 6*m))
# Convert distance coord to ft.
.convert_units(distance=ft)

)
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Listing 4 Example for interacting with directory of DAS files
import dascore as dc
from dascore.units import second, minute

spool = dc.spool("data_path").update()

sub_spool = spool.select(
# Select time range.
time=("2021-01-01", "2021-01-01T12:00"),
# Query supports posix style matching.
tag="experiment_??",

)

# Chunk data into patches with overlap.
sub_chunked_spool = sub_spool.chunk(

time=10*minute,
overlap=30*second,

)

# Iterate the spool to get patches.
for patch in sub_chunked_spool:

...

Listing 5 Example of parallel processing

from concurrent.futures import ProcessPoolExecutor

import dascore as dc

def patch_function(patch):
"""A custom function for processing patches."""
...

spool = dc.get_example_spool("random_das")

executor = ProcessPoolExecutor()

results = spool.map(patch_function, client=executor)
...
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Listing 6 Example of converting a Patch to data formats used by external libraries

import dascore as dc

patch = dc.get_example_patch()

# Access raw data and coordinates.
data = patch.data
time_array = patch.coords.get_array(’time’)
dist_array = patch.coords.get_array(’distance’)

# Convert a patch to an obspy stream.
stream = patch.io.to_obspy()

# Convert a 2D patch to a pandas DataFrame.
df = patch.io.to_dataframe()

# Convert a patch to an Xarray DataArray.
dar = patch.io.to_xarray()

3.5 Escape Hatches130

AlthoughDASCore’s abstractions are useful for basic processing, usersmaywant toworkwithDAS data in otherways.131

To that end, DASCore provides several "escape hatches" for accessing raw data directly or converting data contained132

in a Patch to another data structure. Listing 6 shows several such examples. First, this example extracts the data of a133

patch, which is a 2DNumPy array. The two coordinate arrays can also be extracted, resulting in two 1DNumPy arrays.134

Additionally, the to_obspy() , to_pandas() , and to_xarray() methods can be applied to a patch to convert these135

to an ObsPy Stream , a Pandas DataFrame , or an Xarray DataArray , respectively. The latter is particularly useful as136

the Xarray/PanGeo ecosystem (Hamman et al., 2018) is well equipped for large-scale cloud computing.137

4 Future Plans and DASDAE138

DASCore is the foundational library of a broader initiative known as the distributed acoustic sensing data analysis139

ecosystem (DASDAE), and is distributed through the DASDAE GitHub organization. Similar to the Astropy project140

Price-Whelan et al. (2022), DASDAE aims to foster a community of compatible open-source packages for a variety141

of fiber-optic sensing projects. We aim for DASCore to have a relatively light set of dependencies, to contain tools142

useful for many DAS projects across application domains, and to maintain high standards of testing and documenta-143

tion. Other DASDAE packages are expected to be compatible with DASCore, but may focus on processing workflows144

with more dependencies, or may focus on specific applications such as near-surface imaging, low-frequency DAS145

processing, machine learning, etc. More information can be found at dasdae.org.146

In addition to expanding the processing and IO support, we plan to implement a class for managing experiment147

metadata, tentatively called an Inventory . The Inventory will be a Pydantic model hierarchy which extends the148

metadata included in the Patch . It will be capable of capturing general information about DAS acquisitions in-149

cluding fiber type, splice locations, interrogator configuration, tap-tests, etc. The Inventory will be based on the150

community-driven DAS meta-data standards developed by the DAS research coordination network (RCN) and the151

ProdML standard used in the oil and gas industry (Shipley et al., 2008).152
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